16th HeiKaMaX Workshop

on
experimental economics and related research
(Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Mannheim & friends from elsewhere)

When: Friday, 29 November 2019
Where: University of Mannheim, Mannheim Palace, Room SO 418 (“Bahnhofsturm”)

Programme:

11:00 Nicolas Fugger (ZEW): Social Norms and Market Behavior – Evidence from a Large Population Sample (with Tobias Riehm, Philippe Gillen, Vitali Gretschko and Peter Werner)

11:45 Christiane Schwieren (HD): Cooperation in a Company

12:30 Lunch at local restaurants (at own expense)

14:00 Wladislaw Mill (MA): The Bright Side of Tax Evasion (with Cornelius Schneider)

14:45 Coffee break

15:00 Christopher Kops and Illia Pasichnichenko (HD): The Value of Partial Information

15:45 Jörg Oechssler (HD): The Binary Lottery Procedure does not Induce Risk Neutrality in the Holt and Laury and Eckel and Grossman Tasks (with Oliver Kirchkamp and Andis Sofianos)

16:30 Coffee break

16:45 Ann-Katrin Hanke (KA): Auctions with endogenous rationing – An experimental study (with Verena Dorner and Karl-Martin Ehrhart)

17:30 End of academic program

18:00 Joint dinner (at own expense) at restaurant “Dunya”, H1, 5.